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Moving Forward
Moving forward is just like improvement of things, achievement, or solving problems.
When talking about moving forward it can means improvement of the education
system, solving pollution issue, hate issue, improvement in researches or moving
forward to a bright future. The future where everyone were born equal, where there is
no poor people, where animals get to live in the wild, where everyone get to choose
how they want to live their life, The future that we don’t have to worry about polluting
earth, the future that money isn’t the only thing that we reach for, the future that
nature is the first thing we considered before doing anything, The future that human
respect each other, or a future that resources doesn’t worth starting a war, a future
that the leader of every country come together and talk about their country’s future and
how can they help other country, a future that peace is everywhere, future that the
children in next generation are proud of. Moving forward has a lot of meaning in itself.
Even though, it cannot be explained by only eight hundreds words, even though, I don’t
know how to fully tell its meaning. I want you to read about my thought about this
word. How this word can change the world, how it is the most important thing for us
now.
For me moving forward may means a step closer to success, it may be success in work,
success in education, in relationship, the way of life, success in doing something, even
it is a very small step, but this small step is better than staying still. If everybody in the
earth care about moving forward. Even if it is just a baby step, it can be meaningful. If
everyone comes together and talks about their problems, exchange information and
help each other. If all of us talk instead of fight, help instead of walk away, plant
instead of cut. You know, we called ourselves “Homo Sapiens” which means wise man.
If we really are wise then why there are still pollution problems, racism problem, war,
poor people, why do scientists need to search for a new planet, why don’t we just take

care of our planet first, why do we label ourselves black or white. If we have time to
worry things about war, something outside earth, why don’t we first worry about poor
people, sick people, plants, animals, if fuel is polluting the earth, why don’t we stop
using them and find a better source of energy, if we need to cut trees for constructions
then we don’t we plant more tree. If we can overcome these problems, our future
maybe brighter than staying still and not doing anything. If human stop hating each
other, care about other, accept each other and move forward together. Maybe we can
reach the brighter future and make the ninth generation proud of us. Maybe we don’t
need a new planet, we just need a new mindset. If we stop using old system education,
stop destroying creativity, stop making children competing for an A, stop make” fishes
climb trees”. If teachers are the one who prepare kids for the future, then why do every
teachers are underpaid, their salary should be equal to the doctor, because a doctor
can do a heart surgery but a teacher can reaches kids heart, make them become a
good person for society, teach them what is right or wrong. Do you know that we have
been using the same old education system for more than 100 years, why don’t we just
upgrade this system like we upgrade technology. If we all just walk forward together,
think together, share and care other. Maybe if we stop for a moment and think properly
that what is more important, need or greed, profit or people, price or cost. Today
thanks to human, more and more animals are facing their extinction. Why don’t we just
accept that we human are destroying the earth. If you wanted to be happy, others are
too. See those poor people need an opportunity. If we truly want to want a better
future, we need everyone on this earth to walk forward together. We need every idea,
every creativity, if fuel are bad for nature then stop using it and start use something
that is good for nature, if trees are providing oxygen for us to breathe then stop cutting
them down and plant more of them, if animals are becoming extinct then stop hunting
them, stop making them stay in a room to entertain us, if we are truly wise then stop
the war, stop hurting each other, stop looking away and start helping, You see every
continent, every country, everybody need to take part in this journey to move forward
to a better future.

